
Isaiah 5. (12) 21.

still goed now. That's not saying, they will last forever. The thought in ordinary

Dractical life, the thought of continuance without end, is not a thought that would naturally
connection

occur. It had no%// with anything to do with it. It is a philosoDhical term. Now

we may find a word that would Dhilosophically fit this idea. But we are not aot in ordinary

life to have such a word, and therefore it is something which will grow up in connection

with philosophical relation from it. And so I say, when you find, a word, you have to

prove it has this definite philsophica]. idea in it. You can't just say it is .12k

And this word, the very fact that it says something, they go on forever and ever, shows

that just forever isn't without end. It stresses it. It goes on, way on, for

Well then, when you say an b,'/>rof an b))4. Why that just - you think as far ahead

as you can see and then divide it into inches and for every inch you make another mib stretch

of lines you can see, so that's on and on and on. But it still is the thing that doesn't

have an end. If they want to say, it has no end, they can say it. See it is easy enough

to find common words to get the idea. There will be no end to it. It will never come to

in an end. But one particular word btLu says that cannot be assumed, and in the
of /instances where

case of it can easily be proven not to be the case, because these/same the men

of , were the mark of idid have a beginning, and in this case it is not

speaking of going on to the future, without end, it is speaking of the past, and this says

from , and I would think that would be saying from before antiquity, from away

back. And it either means - if it toes with what is before, we have been from away back,

or else if it goes with what follows, it means you didntt rule over us from away back.

And in either case, it seems to me that it is showing a long time in which Israel has been

God's people. We have been, or have become from way back, or else we have been from way

back, you have not ruled.. And you say, the American Standard has a problem and it is an

unusual sentence. It is not an easy sentence to get the sense out. In order to get it

the King James inserts the word thine, in italics. It is not in the original. So tthey

say, we have been, and they call themselves, the people of thy holiness, We are the

people as thy holiness. They only possessed it a little while. Why should 1i "Pin

God let the peoDle of His holiness have it only for a little while, and 1*a then let their

adversaries take it. Only a little while, we have been and the authorized version inserts
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